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SUMMARY

Introduction:

A wide array of activities in bioinformatics involves prediction of patterns and classification
in  biological  data.  Biological  databanks,  with  their  behemoth  size,  necessitate  computer
intervention and automation in this classification process. Currently, support vector machines
(SVMs) are the computer programs with best prediction performance. SVMs optimise the
margin separating two classes for better generalisation on unseen data.

HTRA1, a 50 kDa secreted protein, a member of a family of serine proteases called “High
Temperature Requirement A”. The family includes other members namely: HTRA2, HTRA3,
and HTRA4. All these proteins show a nonspecific protease activity while the exact role of
these HTRAs is yet unknown. HTRA1 comprises a signalling peptide, a Kazal-like protease
inhibitor domain, an IGF (Insulin like Growth Factor) binding domain, a PDZ domain, and a
conserved serine protease domain.

The protein has shown a role in osteoarthritis, Alzheimer's disease and age-related macular
degeneration, to suggest a few studies. Changes in expression of the HTRA1 gene or changes
in activity of the enzyme are usually responsible for such conditions. The protein has also
shown a  role  in  chemotherapy-induced  cytotoxicity  in  gastric,  ovarian  and  other  similar
cancers.

These studies are suggestive of HTRA1 as a novel therapeutic target for multiple diseases
and  conditions. A  specific  inhibitor  for  this  serine  protease  would  be  of  paramount
importance in further studies to elucidate the normal function of HTRA1 & its deregulation
in  the  development  and  progression  of  human  disease.  It  could  potentially  lead  to  the
development of novel and effective clinical interventions.

Materials and Methods:

This project involves designing of an SVM Model for prediction of HTRA1 inhibitors with
the help of tools – PaDEL Descriptors & WEKA.

We have also made use of Perl & Python Programming Languages, MS Excel, Notepad++
for file handling, file conversions, data manipulation, visualisation and format conversions.



Results, Discussion and Conclusions:

The models generated have prime accuracy of  77.39%  using a training set of 792 Active
Compounds and 264 Inactive Compounds. The model has been tested with 10 Fold Cross
Validation.
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1.Introduction

1.1. HTRA1

 A serine proteases family called “High Temperature Requirement A” comprises four member
proteins: HTRA-1, 2, 3, and 4. While all of these proteins exhibit a nonspecific protease
activity, their specific roles and functions are yet unknown [1].

HTRA1 is  a 50-kDa, extracellularly secreted protein.  The carboxyl  terminus comprises a
serine protease domain (which is highly conserved) and a PDZ protein-protein interaction
motif. The amino terminal region contains a predicted signal peptide, an IGF (Insulin Growth
Factor) binding domain, and a Kazal-like protease inhibitor domain.

Fig1 : Structure of HTRA1, visualised in PyMol, PDB ID 2JOA

Fig2: The Structural Domains in HTRA1

The normal function of HTRA1 is unclear [2] but is expected to be involved in cleavage of
extracellular  matrix  proteins.  A number  of  these  target  substrates  have  been  identified
including C-polypeptides of fibril-forming types I,  II and III procollagen, fibronectin and
proteoglycans. HTRA1 has shown a role in osteoarthritis  [3], Alzheimer's disease [4] and age-



related macular degeneration [5]. Overexpression of the HTRA1 gene or changes in enzyme
activity  is  usually  associated  with  these  conditions.  HTRA1  has  shown  a  role  in
chemotherapy-induced cytotoxicity in mesotheliomas  [6], ovarian & gastric cancers [7]. It is
also shown regulation of TGF-beta signalling [8].

The  gene  expression  when  induced  by  an  oxidative  stress,  promotes  premature  cell
senescence through p38 MAPK in a protease activity-dependent manner  [9].  The protein is
down-regulated  since  early  stages  of  bladder  urothelial  carcinomas  development  [10].  If
successfully validated, it  is a potential biomarker with high sensitivity and specificity for
early detection of neoplasia [11]. Role of the molecule is also evident in inflammatory immune
responses, which mediates control of periodontal infections as evident by immunostaining
studies [12].

A frameshift mutation in the HTRA1 gene results in reduced HtrA1 protein and increased
TGF-β1 expression, which may cause severe CARASIL and peripheral small arterial disease
[13]. HtrA1 regulates mineralization by inhibiting TGF-β /BMP signalling and/or by cleaving
specific matrix proteins, including decorin and MGP (matrix Gla protein) [14].

These studies suggest HtrA1 to be a novel therapeutic target for several diseases. A specific
inhibitor  for  this  serine  protease  would  be  invaluable  in  elucidation  studies  of  normal
functioning  HTRA1 and  its  deregulation  in  the  development  and  progression  of  human
disease, potentially leading to the developments of new and effective clinical interventions.

1.2. SVM

A support  vector  machine  (SVM) is  a  machine  learning computer  algorithm which  uses
previously described examples to assign labels to new objects [15].

These  learning algorithms create supervised  learning models to  analyze  datasets  used  in
regression  analysis and  for classification.  An  SVM  training  algorithm  builds  a  model
assigning new datasets to either category to create a non-probabilistic, binary, linear classifier
when provided with a set of training dataset, each marked as belonging to one or the other of
two categories.

The  SVMs  showcase  a  data-driven  method  for  solving  classification  tasks.  When  large
numbers  of features are considered for sample description,  SVMs show lower prediction
error compared to classifiers based on other methods like artificial neural networks.

SVMs enhance  and  optimise  the  margin  separating  two  classes  whereas  other  computer
programs implement a classifier through the minimisation of error occurred in training. Thus,
these trained models apply optimally on datasets, making SVMs ideal for protease functional
site  recognition,  gene  expression  data  classification,  protein  function  prediction  and
transcription initiation site prediction [16].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_classifier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_classifier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probabilistic_classification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_classification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supervised_learning


2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Tools

2.1.1. PaDEL Descriptors

Padel is a widely used bio-chemistry tool for obtaining descriptors and fingerprints. This
software uses the principles and approaches from The Chemistry Development Kit and at
presently are able to calculate 797 descriptors (of which 663 are 1D & 2D while 134 are 3D)
and to characterize 881 type of fingerprints.

Fig3: PaDEL Descriptors Logo

Padel was constructed using Java and as a result provides you with user friendly interface and
an added advantage of library component. The library component facilitates the inclusion of
padel  with other  quantitative  structure  activity relationship  software,  so  as  to  enable  the
descriptor calculation feature and to promote its usability as standalone software as well. It is
a smart software that follows the Master/Worker pattern, speeding up calculations utilizing
multicore CPUs.

Usage of this software offers a myriad of advantages, like- its being free and open source
software makes it accessible and editable by developer’s community, offers not only GUI but
also command line interface, multi OS compatibility, reorganization of about 90 molecular
file formats and multithreaded operability.

PaDEL is  a  valuable  addition  in  currently  available  dynamic  of  descriptor  calculating
software.  This  software  is  available  for  download  at-
http://padel.nus.edu.sg/software/padeldescriptor.



2.1.2. Weka 

Fig4 : WEKA Official Logo

Weka offers a diverse collection of machine learning algorithms for varied data mining tasks.
It  encompasses  series  of  in-built  features  enabling  the  pre-processing  of  data,  data
classification,  regression,  clustering,  association  rules  and  even  allows  for  visualization
techniques. These algorithms can either be applied on your dataset directly or can be called
using  Java  code.  It  further  provides  quick  start  for  designing  novel  innovative  machine
learning algorithms.

Weka  is  endowed  with  algorithms  for  transformation  of  datasets  like-  discretisation  and
sampling algorithms,  pre processing the dataset,  feeding the processed data  into learning
models, allowing analysis  of the resultant classifiers and their  performances, without any
necessary programming. The input required by the algorithms is usually a relational table
derived directly or by executing a database query from a file. 

Weka can be used in following ways-

 by  applying  learning  method  on  the  input  dataset  and  further  gather  significant
insights

 also learned models can be used for generating predictions on new occurrences
 lastly,  several  different  learners  can  be  applied  to  understand  their  various

performance measure like- specificity, sensitivity etc. 

Weka GUI, called the Explorer, gives access to all its features using menu options and form
fills.  The  other  ways  include-  Knowledge  flow  interface  and  the  Experimenter.  The
Knowledge Flow interface enables dragging learning algorithms and data sources boxes to
finally  join  them together  into  desired  configurations,  the  Experimenter  answers  certain
practical questions when using classification and regression techniques. Last and the fourth
interface is Workbench is the most efficient form, offering unified interface that combines the
other three into one application.



2.1.3. Accessory Tools 

The tools which are used for file handling, file conversions, data manipulation, visualisation
and format conversions.

2.1.3.1. Perl Programming Language

2. 1.3.2. MS Excel

2. 1.3.3. Notepad ++

2.1.3.4. Python Programming Language



2.2 Methodology

The methodology can be summarised as in Fig5, below:

Fig5: Work Flow

2.2.1. Retrieving the Data Set

Dataset was retrieved from PubChem, a renowned database for chemicals, molecules and
compounds, their activities at various biological/ biochemical assays. NCBI (National Center
for Biotechnology Information) a part of the National Library of Medicine is responsible for
maintaining PubChem.

Dataset  consists  of  multiple  structure  files  in  .sdf  fromat,  divided  as  Active,  Inactive
molecules where Actives are confirmed for a particular biochemical activity whereas Inactive
are proven to be not.



Fig6: An SDF File



The specifications for the dataset is given as following:-

PubChem AID: 540248

Fluorescence polarization- based biochemical high throughput confirmation assay for
inhibitors of the HTRA serine peptidase 1 (HTRA1)

Protein Target: HTRA1 protein

Total tested substances: 1596

Active compounds: 1056

Inactive compounds: 540

Data retrieved is in form of two files : An “Active” File and another file containing “All”
molecules.

To separate inactive molecules from “All” File, a python script is used.



Fig7: Python Script to separate inactive from all compounds.

From complete dataset, active and inactive compounds are divided into test and training data 
sets manually. The ratio used is:-

Training : Test :: 3 : 1

Active compounds: 792 (training set), 264(test set)

Inactive compounds: 402(training set), 134(test set)

2.2.2. Descriptor Calculation



Molecular fingerprints are an encoding methodology for structure of a molecule. Fingerprint
consists  of  a  binary  digits  (bits)  pattern  which  denotes  presence/  absence  of  particular
substructures in the molecule.

Comparing  fingerprints  provide  for  applications  like  query  matching  with  a  given
substructure, determining similarity between two molecules, etc [20]. 

In contrast to numerical descriptors where the quantitative plot is used for values which fall
in specific value ranges, binary encoding is simple, as only the lack (0) or occurrence (1) of a
specific substructure is detected.

Thus  fingerprint  (the  fixed-length  bit-string)  represent  the  negative  (0)  or  positive  (1)
occurrences of certain features solely or combinations of multiple features.
 
PaDEL Descriptors software is used for generating fingerprints of the 792 Active and 402
Inactive molecules. 

Fig7: PaDEL Descriptors calculating Fingerprints for an Active File.



Fig8: A fragment snapshot of a Fingerprints File after running through PaDEL

2.2.3. Descriptor Selection

Selection of fingerprints (descriptors) is performed using “frequency-based approach”.

Following equation (Fig 9) and (Fig10) is used for calculating frequency of each descriptor,
in both inactive and active molecules:-

Fig9 Fig10

Where:-

 Fi
AandFi

I  = Mean of the ith fingerprint in Active (A) and Inactive (I) molecules respectively. 

NA and NI = total number of molecules in active and inactive datasets respectively. 

Dj
i = value (0 or 1) of the ith fingerprint for the jth molecule. 



Frequency Score (FS) for each fingerprint is calculated as following equation:-

Fig11: Frequency Score Formula

Where: FSi = inhibitory score for ith descriptor.

For active molecules, descriptors should be highly positive whereas for inactive molecules, a
higher negative score is preferred.

Magnitude represents the importance of the fingerprints. 

Following Perl scripts are used for descriptors selection:-



Fig12: Perl Script for Frequency Score Calculation



Fig13: Perl Script for Frequency Score Calculation



Fig14: Descriptor Selection Program with threshold selected 0.6



Fig15: Perl Script for generating selected descriptors file

Fig16: Selected Fingerprints File

The selected number of descriptors (fingerprints) is 242.

2.2.4. Model Generation



An ARFF file is generated to be fed to WEKA for Model Generation. 

An ARFF (Attribute-Relation File Format) file is ASCII texts file that describing a series of
instances, sharing a specific set of properties or attributes. The “Machine Learning Project” at
the Department of Computer Science, University of Waikato developed this format for use in
the Weka software.

These files have two distinctive parts:- 

(i.)  Header information, 

(ii.)  Data information.

The Header contains relation names, attributes list (columns in the data), their types.

Lines  that  begin  with  a  %  are  comments.
The @RELATION, @ATTRIBUTE and @DATA declarations are case insensitive.

Fig17: A Sample ARFF File

The  Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) classifier is chosen for model building in
Weka.

A support vector machine requires the solution of a very large QP (quadratic programming)
optimization problem for training. The SMO classifier breaks these problems into a list of
smallest possible QP problems, which are solved logically, avoiding a time-consuming inner
loop of numerical QP optimizations. 

A linear amount of memory is required for SMO training, which enables it to handle very
lengthy training datasets. Computation time for SMO is primarily that of SVM evaluation;
making SMO fastest for linear SVMs and small data sets. On real- world sparse data sets,
SMO can be more than 1000 times faster than the chunking algorithm.[23]

The (Gaussian) RBF Kernel is selected.

The  RBF  (radial  basis  function) kernel is  an  accepted kernel  function used  in  various
partitioning learning algorithms like support vector machine classification. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_classification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Support_vector_machine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive-definite_kernel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radial_basis_function


On 2 samples, x and x', RBF kernel is represented as feature vectors in some input space and
can be defined as

Where ||x-x’||2 = squared Euclidean distance between 2 feature vectors.

 = a free parameter.

A similar definition involves a function: :

Value of RBF kernel (K) falls between zero and one; value decreases with distance. It is also
referred as a similarity measure.[24]

The gamma parameter measures the influence of a singular training data point, where low
values meaning ‘far’ and high values meaning ‘close’. It is defined as inversed radius of
influence of model selected samples.

Misclassification of training dataset is replaced against simplicity of the decision surface by
C parameter.  Decision  surface  is  smooth  in  low  C,  whereas  a  high value  allows  model
freedom to select more samples as support vectors, classifying all training samples correctly
[25].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Similarity_measure




Fig18, 19,20: Configuration of WEKA

2.2.5. Model Testing

The model performance is evaluated with ten-fold cross-validation techniques, where training
and testing were carried out ten times.

In each iteration, n-1 sets are used for training while a single set is used for testing. The
training set is randomly divided into ten training and testing sets. To avoid any bias in the
prediction model, an independent validation set is also used. Complete process is repeated ten
times, and the results are reported after obtaining the average [26].

2.2.6. Model Optimisation

Model fitness is assessed using multiple standard parameters like true positive rate (TP), false
positive rate (FP), precision, recall, F-measure, Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC),
ROC area, PRC area, Accuracy.[27]

The value of Gamma and C-Value, when modified, gives varying accuracy. The classifier can
be optimized for values of parameters with best accuracy along with high MCC.



3. Results & Discussions

The results are derived in form of a Weka Classifier Specifications, which on application to a
dataset will be able to distinguish between an inhibitor and non-inhibitor against HTRA1.

Following results are obtained with varying values of C, Gamma :-





Fig21: Table of Results (Values of Accuracy and other params for various C, Gamma combinations)

 The best classifier currently obtained shows an accuracy of 77.39%

Its C Value is 10.0 and Gamma Parameter is 0.01

The value of MCC is 0.480



Fig21: WEKA Results



3.2. Discussion

With iteratively varying values of C and Gamma Parameter, it is understood that values of
accuracy change with every combinations.

The values of accuracy solely are not reliable measure of quality of a model as it fails to
consider all parameters. Thus we also need to consider other factors like TP Rate, Recall,
MCC, etc

In model 9, 10, 11, 12, Value of accuracy remains 66.33% for four values of gamma when c
is 0.1

In model 21, 22, Value of accuracy remains 69.26% for two values of c when gamma is 1.

In model 19, value of accuracy is 73.12% whereas MCC is just 0.398

Hence, for selection of a model, we need to look at multiple parameters.

Thus, selecting Model 6, with C value 10, gamma 0.01:

It gives accuracy 77.39% with MCC 0.480



4. Conclusions

In this  study,  we have developed multiple SVM models using SMO classifiers and RBF
kernels, in multiple cycles.

The first few cycles involved using datasets of varying sizes for understanding the protocol.

Later cycles involved larger datasets with varying values of C and Gamma parameters.

The learning involved in former cycles was, the dataset needs to be sufficiently sized to avoid
biased  model  training,  followed  by  skewed  results.  The  results  obtained  were  of  high
accuracy but the model developed was not of any significance as it failed to classify the new
datasets accurately.

Later cycles, brought learning that a model with high accuracy doesn’t necessarily means it is
of paramount significance as we also need to consider other factors like TP Rate, Precision,
Recall and MCC.

The best model obtained  with C value 10 & gamma 0.01, gave an accuracy 77.39% with
MCC 0.480

The model obtained is still not very reliable for classifying novel datasets accurately. If we
need a very high dependence then we need to improve it further. This model can be cross
validated and enhanced using other methods like ANN, etc.
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